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EPK // 

ORANGE AND MOUNTAINS // 
 
 
 

bio // 
 
 
Orange and Mountains is a musical conversation between two musicians, sound 
designers, producers, and friends: Edoardo De Din and Lorenzo Pesci. Their collaborative 
partnership was born out of the intermingling of their individual musical visions and, 
interestingly, their scientific and technical backgrounds in natural sciences and 
engineering. The result of this unique combination is an enthralling body of work that is 
inspired by various genres, artwork, and ideas, their personalities ultimately becoming 
the filter between their stimuli and the resulting music. 
 
2021 marks the release of their debut full-length Drawers, a conceptual project that 
centers around a fascinating theme: the visual and emotional content of dreams during 
and after sleep. The LP features five tracks representing the nighttime dreams, with five 
counterparts -“diurnal” reworks—representing the awake phrase of recollection. It is a 
captivating project that combines organic instrumentation with synthesizers and 
electronics; an album that somewhat defies genre categorization. The album was 
released to an appreciative audience, with radio play on NeoFM (Berlin), Soho Radio 
London, and KEXP (Seattle) and an array of press coverage on prominent indie outlets. 
 
In November 2019 Orange and Mountains released Frame IV - Rework 
From Ed Carlsen album Elusive Frames and the single Far-Out Robots Walk the Earth, 
Peacefully.  
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Technical rider // 
 
Provided by Orange and Mountains 

 Lenovo PC + Ableton Live 10 
 RME Fireface UC audio interface (TRS outputs) 
 MIDI controllers  
 Fender Telecaster 
 Violin 
 Behringer Neutron synth 
 Behringer Model D synth 
 Korg Prologue synth 
 Korg Minilogue XD synth 
 Helix Line 6 Multieffect and Kaoss PAD 
 Patch cables 
 In-ear monitors  

 
To supply 

 PA system 
 x1 talkback microphone  
 x4 cables min. from/to interface (TRS) 
 x2 Instrument stands  
 x11 electrical sockets (230v / 50Hz) 

 

Input list 
 
# Item Connection 
1 Main / backing track L (from interface) TRS out 
2 Main / backing track R (from interface) TRS out 
3 Kick + bass L  (from interface) TRS out 
4 Kick + bass R (from interface) TRS out 
5 Talkback mic - 
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Stage plot 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Contact 
 
Orange and Mountains 
Phone: +49 15217497315 
Email: info@orangeandmountains.de 
 
Link to music 
https://linktr.ee/orangeandmountains 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Thank you!   
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